
 
 

 

 

A Thai Taste Trip of a Lifetime! 

Win a trip to Thailand for two with Thai Taste’s meal kits 

Thai Taste is giving away an exceptional ten-day trip to Thailand for two, including return flights from 

London to Bangkok, nine nights’ stay in Thailand’s finest hotels, plus private guided tours of Bangkok 

and Chang Mai, with an itinerary packed full of unforgettable experiences.   

The winner will begin their adventure by exploring Bangkok’s beauty with guided tours of the city’s 

most instagramable spots, including the bustling street food markets and the hidden canals reached 

by water taxis and longtail boats. The ultimate city experience will be followed by a relaxing stay at a 

traditional chic Chang Mai resort, where the laid-back atmosphere and opportunity to visit a local 

family will prove why Thailand is known as ‘the land of smiles’. The final leg will see a luxurious finale 

to an outstanding ten days, with a stay on the tranquil island of Koh Samui. The waterfront hotel, 

white sands and delicious food are the perfect way to spend the last few days in paradise before 

heading home to London.  

To be in with a chance of winning this trip to the friendliest country in the world, simply pick up one 

of Thai Taste’s easy and delicious meal kits. Choose from traditional Thai Green Curry, Red Curry and 

Pad Thai, all of which include a unique code that can be entered into the prize draw section on the 

Thai Taste website. Made with real, authentic Thai ingredients and full of aromatic flavours, the meal 

kits are a simple way to enjoy the vibrancy of Thai cuisine at home.  

 

 

 

 

 

From now until January 2019, each meal kit also features a 75p off the next purchase voucher, giving 

everyone the chance to experience the unique flavours of real Thai cooking. 150 lucky runners up 

will also receive a signed cook book full of inspiring Thai dishes from chef Sebby Holmes. 

Delicious gourmet food, welcoming locals and relaxing azure waters are all in reach with a Thai Taste 

meal kit from all major retailers before 31st January 2019!  



 
 

 

 

ENDS 

 Thai Taste meal kits are available from a number of retailers including Waitrose RRP: £2.55  

Tesco, Sainsbury’s, ASDA and Ocado RRP: £2.50.  

 Follow us on @ThaiTasteUK on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook. 

 To request further information, images or competition terms and conditions, please contact 

Rebecca Evans / Danielle Hope-Wynne on 020 7240 2444 or email 

rebecca.evans@stormcom.co.uk / danielle.hope-wynne@stormcom.co.uk  
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